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Middle Finger was approved as part of Unicode 7.0 in 2014 under the name “ Reversed Hand With Middle
Finger Extended” and added to Emoji 1.0 in 2015. In Western culture, the finger or the middle finger is an
obscene hand gesture. The gesture communicates moderate to extreme contempt, and is roughly equivalent in
meaning to "fuck off," "fuck you," "shove it up your ass," "up yours," or "go fuck yourself.
5-3-2006 · Does anyone ever get one finger that will turn ice cold? Once in a while only 1 finger will get like ice.
It's happening quite frequently today. I can'
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28-4-2017 · In an interview with Sputnik France, a number of French experts cast doubt on their country's probe
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7-11-2010 · " Flipping the Bird ", or "the Finger " as it is also known (among other names), is the act of raising
one's middle finger upwards while keeping the rest of.
Middle Finger Up ASCII Text Art. . For More Design Click ASCII Middle Finger. ▽Related Posts▽. Angry Boy
Pointing Finger and Yelling . In Western culture, the finger or the middle finger is an obscene hand gesture. The
gesture communicates moderate to extreme contempt, and is roughly equivalent in meaning to "fuck off," "fuck
you," "shove it up your ass," "up yours," or "go fuck yourself. ┌∩┐(◣_◢)┌∩┐. Take that ┌∩┐(◣_◢)┌∩┐ (middle
finger emoticon). # middle finger#emoticon#symbol#finger#middle. by Aujanee21 April 09, 2010.
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words are needed! Here’s a powerful middle finger. 7-11-2010 · " Flipping the Bird ", or "the Finger " as it is also
known (among other names), is the act of raising one's middle finger upwards while keeping the rest of. 5-32006 · Does anyone ever get one finger that will turn ice cold? Once in a while only 1 finger will get like ice. It's
happening quite frequently today. I can'
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Middle Finger was approved as part of Unicode 7.0 in 2014 under the name “ Reversed Hand With Middle
Finger Extended” and added to Emoji 1.0 in 2015.
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